ProAct™
ADVANCING SECURITY AUTOMATION
NEAR-ZERO LATENCY
The ProAct™ Server
We Know Your World™

At any given moment there are over
10 million recognized IP threats.
Your security team painstakingly
weeds through an overwhelming
abundance of "actionable threat
intelligence" to determine the true
risk, then manually manages firewall
rules and policies based on the top
priorities of today. ProACT™ solves
this challenge by rapidly aggregating
multiple threat feeds and intelligently
determining risk-levels. In near realtime, this data directly feeds to a
PoliWall™, which takes immediate
action to block threats bidirectionally based on your own
defined level of acceptable risk!

Schedule a demo or
request a free trial!
sales@bandurasystems.com
1 (636) 265-3110
www.bandurasystems.com

CONTACT US TODAY!
Learn how ProAct™ risk-scoring engine
gives real-time threat precision—with
action.

Speed and Precision
ProACT is an auto-adjusting IP risk-scoring and threat
aggregation engine that processes tens of millions of
threats at line speeds with no network slowdown.
ProACT’s risk-scored threat information automatically
feeds into PoliWall where, with near-zero latency, realtime action stops cyber threats and data leakage.

Multi-Feed Aggregation
ProACT™ aggregates IP threat intelligence data from
multiple 3rd-party sources and intelligently assigns IP
risk scores based on the compiled data and IP
reputation analytics in real-time through a fully
automated process.

Intra-Network Threat Feed
Internal threat information from firewalls, IDS, and SIEM
is aggregated with external threat feeds for threat
identification precision. ProACT™ then feeds the threat
data in near real-time to the PoliWall™, which
automatically blocks malicious connections at your
network perimeter.

Intelligent IP Risk Scoring
ProACT™ automatically assesses risk in real time based
on the changing regional and organizational threat
posture associated with your enterprise network activity.
Real-time assessment alleviates risk of blocking or
allowing outdated or re-assigned IP addresses.

Easy Integration
ProACT integrates with existing information systems
via a robust REST API, augmenting existing systems
and significantly reducing security management time.

